Benefits of Using Animation Multimedia to Improve Students Ability in Mastering Phase Diagram Material of Engineering Subject between Higher and Lower Group Achievement
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Abstract—Difficulty of understanding abstract concepts, complexity and dynamics are some problems faced by students in mastering materials of engineering subject, especially in the materials related to diagram phase. Data from a study conducted by an engineering lecturer indicates that 68.8% of students could solve problems related to engineering materials. Regarding this, research was conducted on the use of animation multimedia on the material diagram phase. This study aims to illustrate the students’ ability to master concepts. The research method was pre-experimental design in from of one group pre-test post-test design. Data collection was conducted using pre-test post-test. The results after comparing the pre and post test showed that lower group students perform better in mastering phase diagram materials compared to the higher one by using animation multimedia (MMA). MMA application helped students more easily understand material content and facilitate their learning process. The response from the questionnaire also showed that student has positive attitude to the use of MMA in the learning process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A quality of education should be improved and updated since education takes an important part in human life to improve human resources quality. The development of education is not merely the government’s responsibility but other parties such as teachers, parents, and students, also have a role to take a part and improve the education quality. Therefore, the improvement in education is urgently realized to produce good quality of students as learning outputs.

Among the weaknesses of science or physics teachers, being a communicative teacher is seen to be one of the hardest competences. In the classroom interaction, commonly they have a lack of verbal communication skill and ability to utilize visual aids as learning media [1]. Science teachers tend to teach monotonously through sequential teaching started from defining material, explaining formula, giving examples, and asking student to do exercises. In the reality, such learning activities lead students find difficulties in understanding materials of engineering study [2].

However, the students’ difficulties in understanding the material phase diagram include identifying characteristics of the material which are abstract, complex and dynamic. In addition, the students need to understand the subjects well through showing some instructional media which can help teachers explain some practical usages of materials and the teachers did not directly give explanation about the application of material. Therefore, the teacher should give concrete instructional media which can be used to explain the material either for theoretical exposures or in practical ones. It is done to avoid the students’ boredom in attending the lectures and difficulty. Thus, it is urgently implemented ICT as learning media with several programs such as in the form of e-learning, virtual reality, and interactive multimedia (MMI).

Some studies have been conducted previously, one of them was done by Prabowo who investigated browser-based e-learning by using JOOMLA content management system (CMS) program as learning media has brought positive impacts for the students who joined maintenance training and manual transmission and component services in vocational school [3]. According to Huang, Web-based e-learning does not only improve their learning efficiency but also it attracts the students to be interesting in learning this subject [4].

Moreover, another related research on the use of MMI was conducted and it investigated that MMI was evidenced to improve learning quality with improvement of learning efficiency. In addition, the interactive multimedia-based learning has been proven effectively in improving achievement and mastery of Primary Teachers Concept [5], the ability to read the image projection of vocational school students [6], and the learning achievement of assembly and brake system assembly of vocational school students [7].

Animation multimedia (MMA) of materials engineering has been made by Callister with limited use for several reasons...
[8]: 1) the structure of crystal in the form of unit cell does not contain its characteristics of each unit cell that precisely determines the mechanical properties of the material; 2) the field and the direction of the crystal, does not show the phase diagram precisely determining the ease of the material being formed, or the softness and hardness of the material. In general, this study aims to create learning media focused on improving the concept mastery toward engineering materials subject by implementing animation multimedia (MMA) for students of vocational schools who will be experts in productive mechanical engineering.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

This study was an experimental study employing two instruments to portray the concept mastery of the vocational students who will be experts in mechanical engineering. The subjects of the study involved to group of students, namely lower and higher achievement group. Lower achievement group consist of students who get lower scores in their pre-test, while the higher group is those who get higher pretest score. The pre-test was conducted before the treatment to the experimental group was given whereas the post one was administered after the treatment. The research method and design is used in this study due to selective sample in accordance to the researcher’s need.

In addition, that pretest before treatment given is intended to get an accurate data which can be compared to the previous result. The experimental research design can be seen in following table (table) adopted[9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>ONE-GROUP PRETEST-POSTTEST DESIGN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>OL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>OU1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

O_{L1} = the pre-test result of lower group,
O_{H1} = the pre-test result of higher group,
X = Treatment: implementing animation multimedia as a learning model
O_{L2} = the post-test result of lower group after the treatment
O_{H2} = the post-test result of higher group after the treatment

There were two groups – lower and higher achievement groups that were not selected randomly. Each group is given treatment through using animation multimedia as the learning media. Pre-test was conducted to know students’ mastery toward the learning material before treatment. After the treatment, a post test with the same level of difficulty as the pre-test was done to know whether there were different learning outcomes of the two groups.

The different averages of two samples was used to determine N-Gain (gain tenormalization) between upper and higher achievement groups in accordance to Hake [10], namely: (% Gain%) = ((% posttest score % / pretest score) / (100-% pretest score)).

In this research, N-Gain descriptive analysis using N-Gain criterion according to Hake [10], result: 1) “High-gain” improvement if (N-Gain)> 0.7; 2) "Medium gain" improvement if 0.7 ≥ (N-Gain) ≥ 0.3; and 3) "Low gain" improvement if (N-Gain) <0.3.

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

The result of preliminary study shows that the students who take the engineering subject have some difficulties in mastering abstract materials such as in accountant, atomic motion, and diagram phase materials. Consequently, instructional media is important to understand learning materials for content, practical, economical, accessible (teachable) purposes. In addition to meet criteria of accessibility, the theoretical learning model is transformed to be the practical one by using multimedia. Here are the examples of animations used in learning process:

Fig. 1. The main home of MMA phase diagram.

Fig. 2. Issomorphous binary phase diagram materials.

Fig. 3. Graphic of pre test, post test, and N-gain result in mastery of phase diagram concept.
The average improvement in material mastery of the lower group using MMA reaches 83% categorized as “High”. This number is higher than the average improvement of the upper group of 77% categorized as “average”. MMA implementation is proposed to understand how students learn and create an instructional model more easily [11]. Regarding this, many scholars in education have created various educational media with different specifications. They consist of several aspects namely type, principles used for multimedia, spatial closeness, temporal proximity, coherence, modality, redundency, and individual differences [12]. In this case, the multimedia for phase diagram material is specifically created by considering accessibility. It is due to the characteristics of the materials that cover atomic structure, and abstract and dynamic atomic motions. Therefore, MMA is an appropriate media that can help students to understand very small and abstract size of micro structure.

In terms of design, MMA for engineering material is composed through considering student-centered learning. It is intended to involve learners in thinking simulation so that the learning outcomes can increase depends on the students’ involvement in the simulation stage [13]. The use of MMA is mainly aimed at achieving a better learning outcomes and creating meaningful learning for students. Moreover, the use of live images or animation in the MMA also has positive impacts on the better learning outcomes [14]. In addition, overall reading only take 10% of students’ performance, while 60% of students’ performance is the result of using multimedia [15], which combines readable texts, audible sounds, images and motions or animated views. In fact, the deep understanding and mastery of learning is also obtained from long-term memory activation (Long-term Memory) as reported by Mayer [11], and Berk [16].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Considering based on the findings of the study, some points can be concluded. First, lower achievement group performed better than higher achievement group through using MMA in their learning process which is indicated from the average improvement grade of 83% categorized as high meanwhile the higher achievement group reached 77% categorized as average. Second, MMA in phase diagram material tend to increase the ability of students’ mastery toward the materials. It can be seen from N-gain of the lower class group which is higher than the higher achievement group. From this average, the students may improve their understanding toward learning materials through MMA as the learning media.
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